
Peer review of the midterm paper of project
"Handling emergency incidents with mobile
devices"
Positive things

1. Good structure on text.
2. Good theory introduction about QoE, public acceptance, hesitation of public based

on empirical study of TAM.
3. Well formed, concise and realistic goals.
4. Interesting and meaningful project.

Negative things
1. A bit narrow background research (find more similar project and maybe make some

comparisons?).
2. The part “Our article of choice” is currently unclear and could be rewritten – maybe

make it shorter and save space for some parts that are more important.
3. Add reference for the paper, format and order references a little better (there were

some unused references as far as we could see)
4. Present more design of the prototype and guidelines that are used for developing

prototype.

Suggestions:
1. Usability guidelines for testing users. You can also make more focus on usability of

prototype, not just acceptance by users. There are different definitions/dimensions
of usability, but for instance Nielsen defined usability to consist of 5 kinds of
attributes: Learnability, Efficiency, Memorability, Errors, Satisfaction. So you can
maybe organize questions for interviews and questionnaires in this groups and find
out on what level is usability of your prototype.

2. Make sure you explain all acronyms (TYR for instance).
3. You mention the Apple iPad specifically in your paper, have other tablets been used

for similar scenarios before? If so, what is the experience using tablets instead of or
in addition to mobile phones.

Nitpick
1. Check grammar, perhaps expand short-form words such as "we've" and "we'll"

(make the text more formal)

Good luck onward, we look forward to seeing the results!

Best wishes,
Øyvind, Jelena, Ivan and Hans Joachim
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